KA1 Vocational Education Training Project
in IDEUM

SWEDEN
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caravan extensions, outdoor toilets and
outdoor bridges. Some trainees with more
experiences/skills can gain experience
working with metal. For these activities,
trainees will have a professional trainer who
will train them in the activities and recognise
their new skills through a certificate at the
end of their placement. But as well, IDEUM
can find a project in a private company,

according to the previous skills and what
the trainee wants to learn for example tourist
office, painting, assistant teaching (English),
work with elderly people, work with horses,
car repair, hotels, kitchen and much more.
BUT some projects are only accessible to
people with previous skills or people that
can speak/understand Swedish.The main
language in IDEUM is English and Swedish.

the project
IDEUM is a municipality organisation that
aims to help unemployed people get into
work or education. In IDEUM, everyone is
respected as individuals and considered
equal to each other . The main project takes
place at IDEUM carpentry where trainees
will learn to build and work with wood.
Dependant on what the customers need,
for example benches, outdoor fireplaces,

Basic Swedish
Communication in a foriegn
language course language
Cooking Swedish
food
Intercultural activity

Listening, communicating
in a foriegn language,
raised self confidence.
Discovering new cultures

Tuesday to
Friday

Opportunities for
Opportunities for
vocational development Personal development

Work at
carpentry for
example
To build a
wooden toilet to
go outside or to
make fencing

Learning new techniques,
practical work
Become skilled in the same
use of carpentry equipment
Safety in the workplace

Team work, listening,
communication, self
esteem, confidence to try
new things

Week-end

Monday

Activity

Freetime maybe
to snow-mobile
or visit wider
Sweden

Safe use of equipment

Managing one’s own
time, Independent living,
initiative initiavative,
communication, civic
competences

Trainee profile

• Strong interest to learn;
• Open mind to other cultures;
• Respect the local community
and others people you live
with;
• For projects other than
carpentry, you should
have some previous skills/
experiences;
• Casual clothes.

accommodation and meals
Lodging:

You will live in one
of the 3 IDEUM accommodations
with other volunteers/trainees
from different nationalities. Each
accommodation is located in the
city centre of Arvidsjaur and is only
5minutes away from each other. You
will have a single room (sometimes
it can be a double). Each flat has
common areas including a kitchen,
living room, toilets and bathroom.
There is a computer with access to

internet and a television.
The project is a 20 minutes walk
away from the accommodation,
5min by bicycle (available).

Food:

Trainees will receive
money for food and other need.
There are two supermarkets at 2min
away from each flat. Trainees who
work in IDEUM have the possibility
to eat unlimited at the office for a
relatively cheap price.
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the hosting organisation
Name: Arvidsjaurs Kommun IDEUM.
Support Worker: Michael Ahman.
Website: http://www.arvidsjaur.se/sv/

the project place Arvidsjaur
Arvidsjaur is a little city in the
North of Sweden, easily accessible
through its airport. There is around
5700 inhabitant in the municipality
and quite the same number of
lakes. The city is surrounded by
forest and is at 2 hours from other
big cities. It is therefore a quiet
city; activities include a swimming
pool, a municipality centre with

Location

a little cinema and a library. But
there are many outdoor activities,
such as ice fishing, ice skating, ice
hockey and hiking. Volunteers and
trainees can do activities together.
As well, IDEUM organise some
cultural trips. Sweden has its short
days with less daylight during
Winter and during the Summer it is
light through the night.

The country
Climate:

Shorter, cooler summers and longer,
colder and snowier winters, with temperatures that
often drop below freezing from September through
May (but dry so it is more easy to support the cold).
System of Government: Unitary parliamentary
democracy and constitutional monarchy.
Capital: Stockholm.
Currency: Swedish krona (SEK).
Official language: Swedish.
Time zone: +1 (when it’s 4pm in UK it is 5pm in
Sweden).

The language
A few words in Swedish:
Hej
Hejdå
Hur mår du ?
Jag heter John
vi syns / vi ses
Tack
vart är (place)?
/ var är
(people)?
arbeta me trä

Hello
Goodbye (for å say ‘’o’’)
How are you ?
My name is John
See you
Thank you
Where is … ? :
Work with wood

contact: Godfrey Brown
email :
godfrey@everythingispossible.eu
Telephone: 0797 0101 576
www.everythingispossible.eu

